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invites readers to an authentic vision of selfhood
calling us to be proactive in our interactions
with others luke portrays the life and ministry of
jesus as a divine visitation to the world seeking
hospitality the one who comes as visitor and guest
becomes host and offers a hospitality in which the
entire world can become truly human be at home and
know salvation in the depths of their hearts in
this new edition of the hospitality of god brendan
byrne sj provides to the point commentary on those
parts of luke s gospel that bring home to people a
sense of the extravagance of god s love for them
the hospitality of god approaches luke s gospel
through the interpretive key of hospitality it
looks at the gospel as a whole yet lingers upon
scenes where the theme of hospitality is
particularly prominent such as the infancy stories
jesus at nazareth jesus in the house of simon the
good samaritan martha and mary the banquet in 14 1
35 the prodigal son jesus visit to the tax
collector zacchaeus the institution of the
eucharist and the emmaus event this revised
edition includes a new introductory chapter titled
features of luke which includes distinctive themes
and motifs of the gospel that invite all to join
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in the life giving hospitality of god this revised
edition is an excellent resource for students
teachers and pastors interested in luke s gospel
or in search of a helpful perspective for pastoral
and homiletic reflection and preparation
hospitality has been practiced by the people of
god dating back through the entire old testament
consider abraham and lot today many of those
practices are still in place throughout much of
the middle east god however has called the whole
church to participate in kingdom hospitality in
fact it is an integral part of the culture of the
kingdom of god kingdom hospitality encompasses
much more than simply hosting people out of the
kindness of our hearts this book is a journey into
the heart attitude and mindset of the hospitality
of god and the beginning of a life of kingdom
hospitality through an exploration of scripture
culture and calling you ll discover the beauty of
kingdom hospitality and its importance in the
expression of our christian faith luke portrays
the life and ministry of jesus as a divine
visitation to the world seeking hospitality the
one who comes as visitor and guest becomes host
and offers a hospitality in which the entire world
can become truly human be at home and know
salvation in the depths of their hearts in the
hospitality of god brendan byrne sj provides to
the point commentary on those parts of luke s
gospel that bring home to people a sense of the
extravagance of god s love for them the
hospitality of god approaches luke s gospel
through the interpretive key of hospitality it
looks at the gospel as a whole yet lingers upon
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scenes where the theme of hospitality is
particularly prominent such as the infancy stories
jesus at nazareth jesus in the house of simon the
good samaritan martha and mary the banquet in 14 1
35 the prodigal son jesus visit to the tax
collector zacchaeus the institution of the
eucharist and the emmaus event byrne stresses that
those in luke s gospel who readily offer
hospitality chiefly the marginalized and the poor
find themselves drawn into a much deeper sphere of
hospitality the hospitality of god those who have
difficulty sharing are challenged by jesus to
conversion so that they too may not be left out of
the banquet of life to which god calls all human
beings luke s gospel ever interested in the
process of human transformation explores this
resistance to god s gift and the ways in which
individuals need to be converted if they are to
come to knowledge of salvation luke s gospel is
written out of faith in the risen lord its primary
intent is to bring people of al subsequent
christian generations into saving encounter with
the lord who was raised from the dead and lives
among us in the power of the spirit reading and
hearing the gospel in faith allows individuals and
communities to access the hospitality of god
brought by jesus in this work byrne offers an
invitation for all to join in the life giving
hospitality of god chapters are the prologue 1 1 4
and the lukan time frame of salvation the infancy
stories i before the birth of jesus 1 5 80 the
infancy stories ii the birth and childhood of
jesus 2 1 52 prelude to the ministry of jesus 3 1
4 13 hospitality and inhospitality at nazareth
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jesus inaugurates his mission 4 16 30 the early
galilean ministry 4 31 6 11 the community of the
kingdom 6 12 49 response to the ministry of jesus
7 1 8 3 later galilean ministry 8 4 9 17 climax of
the galilean ministry 9 18 50 the journey to
jerusalem begins 9 51 10 24 the way to eternal
life 10 25 11 13 the prophet continues his way i
11 14 12 53 the prophet continues his way ii 12 54
14 35 celebrating god s acceptance 15 1 32 the
hospitality of the poor two responses to wealth 16
1 31 towards the end of the journey 17 1 18 30
hospitality in jericho 18 31 19 27 jesus in
jerusalem 19 28 21 4 hope and endurance discourse
on the future 21 5 38 jesus journey to god the
passion narrative i 22 1 53 jesus journey to god
the passion narrative ii 22 54 23 56 hospitality
continues the community of the risen lord 24 1 53
exploring the hospitality of god and its
implications for human thought and action this
book examines the concepts of hospitality as
cognitive tools for reframing our thinking about
god divine action and human response in
discipleship hospitality is imagined as an
interactive symbol changing perspectives and
encouraging stable environments of compassionate
construction in society human rights are of
crucial importance to the wellbeing of the people
of our planet but there is a sense in which they
will always be an emergency measure a response to
evils as they are happening the authors argue that
a hospitable comparative theology reaches out to
bring christian hospitality into the dialogue of
world religions and cultures it will respect the
identity of particular groups and yet will strive
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for a cosmopolitan sharing of common values it
will respect tradition but also openness to reform
and re imagining it will encourage convergence and
development in a fluid stream of committed
hospitalities god is a missionary god god is also
hospitable in his nature he makes his enemies
friends and invites them to intimate communion the
mission of god in scripture often occurs through
hospitality when god s people encounter the not
yet people of god at table or in hospitable
environments and invite them to believe this motif
of mission as hospitality plays out through the
old and new testament scriptures and through the
eucharist it can also be observed through the
witness of monks and contemporary missionaries who
embraced a hospitable approach to mission for the
church to participate in god s mission today a
vision to win conquer or change the world should
be exchanged for a conviction to welcome the
stranger and make room for others while
proclaiming the gospel that is to imitate the
hospitable god in mission over 15 million
lifeguide bible studies sold worldwide the word
hospitality brings to mind tables filled with
cookies and pots of good coffee offering food to
friends is a wonderful ministry indeed but the
biblical concept of hospitality is much deeper and
more significant in this nine session lifeguide
bible study patty pell you ll discover the old
testament call to hospitality as the
distinguishing feature of those who are in
relationship with god the outward focused
expression of the grace and provision that one has
received from god in the new testament the
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extension of life provision and protection is
expanded as jesus unpacks image after image of the
kingdom of god in the language of host and guests
come and discover god s call to hospitality for
over three decades lifeguide bible studies have
provided solid biblical content and raised thought
provoking questions making for a one of a kind
bible study experience for individuals and groups
this series has more than 130 titles on old and
new testament books character studies and topical
studies pdf download with a single user license
available from intervarsity press and other
resellers how to offer christian hospitality
without becoming exhausted and overburdened
generous hospitality is a significant way in which
god works through our lives to bring life to
others yet many of us feel ill equipped and
overwhelmed at the prospect especially if we don t
have big houses and we are not wonderful cooks
carolyn lacey encourages us to focus on the goal
of hospitality which is to reflect god s welcoming
heart and shows us how we can all do that
regardless of our bank balance or living situation
she explores seven ways in which we can reflect
god s character in the way we welcome others into
our homes and into our lives and so point people
ultimately to christ this practical and realistic
book explores how to make generous hospitality
part of everyday life without becoming exhausted
and overburdened what happens when two bishops
known for their liturgical sensibilities travel to
study alternative christian communities on two
continents bishops mary gray reeves and michael
perham traveled throughout the u s and u k to
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study fresh expressions of church and identify the
principles that link these new forms of worship
and community the hospitality of god captures
their practical and inspiring findings and builds
a bridge between fresh new voices and the
institutional church christian hospitality is more
than a well set table pleasant conversation or
even inviting people into your home christian
hospitality according to elizabeth newman is an
extension of how we interact with god it trains us
to be capable of welcoming strangers who will
challenge us and enhance our lives in unexpected
ways readying us to embrace the ultimate stranger
god in untamed hospitality newman dispels the
modern myths of hospitality as a superficial
commodity that can be bought and sold at the
pottery barn and restores it to its proper place
within god s story as displayed most fully in
jesus christ worship she says is the believer s
participation in divine hospitality a hospitality
that cannot be sequestered from our economic
political or public lives this in depth study of
true hospitality will be of interest to professors
students and scholars looking for a fresh take on
a timeless subject the lavish hospitality of god
is the compelling journey of a pastor who enters
the church through the side door from a legalistic
childhood church into a more biblical vision of
the kingdom of god the author recounts the
blessings of his heritage along with his struggle
in allowing god to reshape his understanding of
water baptism the role of the holy spirit and the
lord s supper in a way that reflects the apostolic
church s teachings through a careful study of how
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the early disciples ate together the book dispels
the way the evangelical church has turned the love
feasts and common meal into a jesus and me moment
of silence this is a call to rethink the lord s
supper and other church ordinances as an
expression of the outrageous and sometimes
scandalous hospitality of god and a sign of his
kingdom presence jim reynolds holds a bachelor s
and a master of divinity degree from abilene
christian university 1964 1967 a doctorate from
the graduate theological university berkeley calif
1974 and a law degree from smu 1981 he has been a
licensed marriage and family counselor and has
published numerous articles and books including
secrets of eden god and human sexuality 1974 and
the lepers among us 2007 jim has taught religion
theology philosophy and biblical studies at
pepperdine university and the university of texas
and presently is an adjunct professor at dallas
christian college he also does mediation for dale
o neall and associates in fort worth texas from
1981 to 2007 jim was a family lawyer and partner
with the whitaker chalk law firm in fort worth
texas since 1984 he has been pastor of lake
highlands church in dallas texas jim and his wife
donna have two children and eight grandchildren
illuminates the spiritual practice of evangelism
in the good news by tracing god s welcome in ten
bible meditations and includes fellowship
activities that flow from this spirituality of
evangelism when people come into your home what do
they see have you prepared for their visit whether
you re celebrating a joyous occasion with your
friends and family welcoming overnight guests or
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comforting someone in need your home and the meals
you provide can be a sanctuary of christian
fellowship beautifully photographed and styled
share the bounty will inspire you to open your
home and reflect god s grace to all who sit at
your table the various recipes paired with
pictures that suggest different table settings is
ideal for those who need entertaining ideas while
keeping christian fellowship in mind in share the
bounty you ll find delicious dishes such as
grilled chicken wild rice salad with coffee mousse
sunday rib roast blueberry peach coffee cake pollo
san miguel scattered among the recipes is a
selection of scriptures prayers and poetry that
will focus your heart on praise and thanksgiving
as you prepare to share with others his provision
in your home share the bounty is a beautifully
illustrated coffee table cookbook filled with
recipes photographs and scripture to encourage in
the journey of hospitality this volume provides an
anthology of about 40 primary source documents
that describe the work of religious communities
that took care of pilgrims and the sick in the
late antique and early medieval world the project
identifies letters diary accounts instructions
sermons travelogues and community records and
rules that give us a window into a world of early
communities that saw it as their duty and their
privilege to care for the sick to safeguard the
pilgrim and to host the stranger each document is
placed in historical geographical and social
context as it contributes to an emerging picture
of these communities the volume addresses the
motivations and practices of communities that
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risked extending hospitality why did these
communities take great risks for the socially
vulnerable what stake did they have in pilgrims
and the sick what communal experiences supported
and sustained both the communities and their
audiences how was hospitality cultivated in this
book theologian letty russell redefines the
commonly held notion of hospitality as she
challenges her readers to consider what it means
to welcome the stranger in doing so she implores
persons of faith to join the struggles for justice
rather than an act of limited charitable welcome
russell maintains that true hospitality is a
process that requires partnership with the other
in our divided world the goal is just hospitality
that is hospitality with justice russell draws on
feminist and postcolonial thinking to show how we
are colonized and colonizing each of us bearing
the marks of the history that formed us with an
insightful analysis of the power dynamics that
stem from our differences and a constructive
theological theory of difference itself russell
proposes concrete strategies to create a more just
practice of hospitality hospitality or showing
love to strangers is a christian duty rom 12 13 it
does not require fine china multiple courses or
perfectly clean and decorated homes it requires
that we share our time homes meals and fellowship
with others and if we understand salvation as god
showing hospitality to former enemies we will want
to do so thinking through the practical issues of
inviting people into our homes can make practicing
it easier this booklet presents seven ways that
can help us think practically about how to follow
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our lord s command in this area have you ever felt
that in your efforts to be hospitable you re
bombarded by feelings of stress inadequacy or
pride when our hospitality starts to look that way
it may be time to refocus on true hospitality the
kind where we simply share what we have by serving
in love letting god multiply it and magnify it for
his glory through this study of scripture find out
more about the spiritual practice of hospitality
modeled by the one who first welcomed us to his
table readers will work through four chapters that
include articles for reflection scripture verses
and discussion questions for deeper thought also
includes a leader s guide the ultimate host called
you and me before we were born he said come on in
you are welcome here i made you to know me you can
know me best at my table his call is personal he
loved us and he called us you may have answered
but is that all not even close because god
welcomed us we must pass along that welcome to
others why invite because the more we do the more
we are like god god s plan for everyone who
professes the name of christ both men and women
includes hospitality no one is exempt from pastor
to people an open heart open hand and open home is
god s divine design to open the hearts of people
everywhere it is practiced hospitality connects
the heart of god and the heart of true ministry
for every believer yet something dramatic has
happened in our hearts closing the doors of our
homes causing christianity today to ask whatever
happened to hospitality what about your life do
you have an open heart open hand and open home to
others to strangers the apostle paul reminds we
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must all be given to hospitality pastors and
leaders must be lovers of hospitality and the
apostle peter declared the end of all things is at
hand use hospitality without grudging here is
hidden power reserved by god for those who dare to
practice it it is personal it is practical and it
is prophetic the power of hospitality will change
your life your family your congregation yes even
your city and your world if your will let it the
practice of deep hospitality can help us step into
a more vital vibrant embrace of this great
adventure we call life which includes our
relationship with god however you might define god
it is an invitation to walk through life with a
liberating posture of receptivity reverence and
generosity considering its prominent role in many
faith traditions surprisingly little has been
written about hospitality within the context of
religion particularly islam in her new book mona
siddiqui a well known media commentator makes the
first major contribution to the understanding of
hospitality both within islam and beyond she
explores and compares teachings within the various
muslim traditions over the centuries while also
drawing on materials as diverse as islamic belles
lettres christian reflections on almsgiving and
charity and islamic and western feminist writings
on gender issues applying a more theological
approach to the idea of mercy as a fundamental
basis for human relationships this book will
appeal to a wide audience particularly readers
interested in islam ethics and religious studies i
have often pondered why are so many christian
leaders allowed to get away with the things they
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do in church that outwardly hurt others and
maintain their status in the church because of
talents they have only god knows however as we
work with these leaders we must be reminded for
whom we work col 3 23 our work is to glorify the
lord and not man we cannot stay where we are and
go with god experiencing god too few christians
today says joshua jipp understand hospitality to
strangers and the marginalized as an essential
part of the church s identity in this book jipp
argues that god s relationship to his people is
fundamentally an act of hospitality to strangers
and that divine and human hospitality together are
thus at the very heart of christian faith jipp
first provides a thorough interpretation of the
major biblical texts related to the practice of
hospitality to strangers considering especially
how these texts portray christ as the divine host
who extends god s welcome to all people jipp then
invites readers to consider how god s hospitality
sets the pattern for human hospitality offering
suggestions on how the practice of welcoming
strangers can guide the church in its engagement
with current social challenges immigration
incarceration racism and more jesus spent a chunk
of his ministry eating and drinking with the
sinners and tax collectors of the world if we
strive to be more like jesus shouldn t we do more
of what he did hospitality involves more than the
domesticated event we have grown accustomed to
practicing it is an embodiment of all the
christian life stands for a gesture of love
opening up our hearts and lives and sacrificing
luxury and security for the chance to display god
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s glory to receive hospitality from others is an
invitation to receive god s transformative power
to work in their lives readers will ask themselves
these questions what is hospitality is it
something i am or something i do how do i offer my
life as a gesture of hospitality what are some
practical ways for me to display and receive
hospitality in our everyday lives we are often
expected to offer hospitality to others we meet
yet for christians and church leaders hospitality
can mean so much more what is hospitality in the
spiritual sense why do we extend god s hospitality
who is called to offer this hospitality and how do
we live out god s hospitality just imagine the joy
of god s hospitality overflowing with loving
relationships answers these questions and more
about christian hospitality author dianne b salter
explains how this is not a program it is a
christian lifestyle especially in the church the
body of christ god s hospitality must be supported
and promoted by the pastor and by the church
governing group but it will be effective only if
the people in the pews take leadership advocate
for it and sincerely practice this new lifestyle
based on scriptural directives just imagine
advocates friendship evangelism building
relationships and creating ministries for those
not currently a part of the church all chapters
end with hospitality challenges that help
individuals and the church to just imagine what
they might become if they truly practiced god s
hospitality offers a new model for understanding
the atonement sensitive to both the christian
tradition and its postmodern critics hospitality
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was a hallmark of the ancient mediterranean world
and according to st paul is among the
characteristics to be found in the body of christ
the church true hospitality begins with the
recognition of human dignity and the desire to
respond effectively to human need here catherine
upchurch recognized nationally for her keen
ability to make the scriptures come alive for
catholics explores how three biblical settings
encourage us to be people of welcome come lord
jesus be our guest and he came as a homeless man a
stranger a friend marian korth and her partner mim
jacobson have served breakfast to thousands of
overnight guests in their home but they didn t
bother to offer a cup of coffee to a homeless man
huddling on their doorstep one cold winter morning
why didn t they welcome this jesus into their home
marian has more to learn about hospitality even
after sixty years of adventures in hospitality she
can tell stories about being hospitable or not
from growing up on a small dairy farm in wisconsin
living in chicago for twenty years returning to
wisconsin and turning their farmhouse into a bed
and breakfast providing end of life care for
guests who live with marian and mim in their home
transforming their bed and breakfast into a
spiritual retreat center kindness is the common
thread that runs through all these adventures in
hospitality the first verse marian memorized as a
child was ephesians 4 32 be ye kind one to another
tender hearted forgiving one another even as god
for christ s sake hath forgiven you she memorized
it and still thinks about it in the king james
version in these stories marian reflects on what
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god is telling her about being hospitable she
thinks it s pretty exciting to know that god has
told us be ready with a meal or a bed when it s
needed why some have extended hospitality to
angels without ever knowing it hebrews 13 2 the
message many christians have grown up with a very
limited concept of missions and missionaries in
this view a missionary is a person who goes and
preaches to lots of people often in primitive
lands and explains the theology of the gospel the
natives are convinced and become christians thus
the gospel commission is fulfilled actual missions
have not been carried out in this way very much
missionaries are generally very aware of the
personal aspect of their activities and the
importance of hospitality but western churches
have become much less attuned to hospitality the
days are past when visitors could assume they d be
invited home for lunch or become personally
connected to people in a church they visit but
hospitality is a key concept and a key practice in
the bible both in old and new testament times this
involved both god s relationship with his people
in which some entertained angels in their
relationships with one another and in the way they
reached the world with the good news god had given
to them chris freet examines the biblical idea of
hospitality the role it played in biblical times
and the example that provides for us he concludes
that the western church needs to be re awakened to
the mutual and reciprocal biblical definition of
hospitality that it must undergo some
contextualization in order for the biblical role
of hospitality and the person of peace to work in
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it and 3 it must transition from short term
encounters of hospitality in the west to long term
relationships as the family of god this is a
serious theological examination but it is also
both a challenge and a practical guide to help us
get started in giving hospitality the role in our
churches that the biblical story envisions in our
everyday lives we are often expected to offer
hospitality to others we meet yet for christians
and church leaders hospitality can mean so much
more what is hospitality in the spiritual sense
why do we extend god s hospitality who is called
to offer this hospitality and how do we live out
god s hospitality just imagine the joy of god s
hospitality overflowing with loving relationships
answers these questions and more about christian
hospitality author dianne b salter explains how
this is not a program it is a christian lifestyle
especially in the church the body of christ god s
hospitality must be supported and promoted by the
pastor and by the church governing group but it
will be effective only if the people in the pews
take leadership advocate for it and sincerely
practice this new lifestyle based on scriptural
directives just imagine advocates friendship
evangelism building relationships and creating
ministries for those not currently a part of the
church all chapters end with hospitality
challenges that help individuals and the church to
just imagine what they might become if they truly
practiced god s hospitality the door is open
glimpses of hospitality in the kingdom of godin
the fast paced fast food culture that most north
americans now live in many people including
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christians have lost sight of the practice and the
joy of hospitality this book celebrates the
hospitality tradition that underlies our faith
through god s creation through the stories of the
old testament and through the gift of jesus as our
host and our guest it articulates how the early
church practised hospitality to each other and to
strangers the writer weaves in her own family
story to show how for many canadian christians
hospitality was an expected part of life finally
with stories from many cultures churches and
individuals the book honours those who show
hospitality in the most basic as well as the most
radical situations and inspires others to do the
same debra fieguth has been writing about the
canadian church since graduating from journalism
school in 1976 former editor of bc christian news
in vancouver and former associate editor of
christianweek in winnipeg she now freelances for a
number of publications her first book keepers of
the faith was published by indian life in 2001
together with her husband the rev dr ian ritchie
she shares her home and life with many people both
friends and strangers luke portrays the life and
ministry of jesus as a divine visitation to the
world seeking hospitality the one who comes as
visitor and guest becomes host and offers a
hospitality in which the entire world can become
truly human be at home and know salvation in the
depths of their hearts in this new edition of the
hospitality of god brendan byrne sj provides to
the point commentary on those parts of luke s
gospel that bring home to people a sense of the
extravagance of god s love for them the
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hospitality of god approaches luke s gospel
through the interpretive key of hospitality it
looks at the gospel as a whole yet lingers upon
scenes where the theme of hospitality is
particularly prominent such as the infancy stories
jesus at nazareth jesus in the house of simon the
good samaritan martha and mary the banquet in 14 1
35 the prodigal son jesus visit to the tax
collector zacchaeus the institution of the
eucharist and the emmaus event this revised
edition includes a new introductory chapter titled
features of luke which includes distinctive themes
and motifs of the gospel that invite all to join
in the life giving hospitality of god this revised
edition is an excellent resource for students
teachers and pastors interested in luke s gospel
or in search of a helpful perspective for pastoral
and homiletic reflection and preparation learn how
this ancient spiritual practice can transform your
relationship with yourself with others and with
god the practice of deep hospitality can help us
step into a more vital vibrant embrace of this
great adventure we call life which includes our
relationship with god however you might define god
it is an invitation to walk through life with a
liberating posture of receptivity reverence and
generosity from the introduction we may think of
hospitality as merely being polite to guests but
the ancients understood the profound potential
hospitality holds for building and transforming
lasting relationships for binding families
together making strangers into friends even
turning enemies into neighbors this practical book
provides you with the tools you need to cultivate
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the spiritual power of invitation and welcome in
your life guided by rev nanette sawyer you will
discover the qualities of hospitality receptivity
reverence and generosity and how these qualities
can significantly deepen your self understanding
as well as your relationships with others and with
god drawing from sacred texts and spiritual
practitioners from all faiths this book also
addresses the major stumbling blocks that prevent
you from becoming truly hospitable the thought of
g w f hegel 1770 1831 haunts the world of theology
constantly misunderstood and often maliciously
misrepresented hegel nevertheless will not go away
perhaps no other thinker in christian tradition
has more radically sought to think through the
requirements of perfect open mindedness identified
as the very essence of the truly sacred this book
is not simply an interpretation of hegel rather it
belongs to an attempt so far as possible to re do
for today something comparable to what hegel did
for his day divine revelation is on going never
before has any generation been as well positioned
as we are now potentially to comprehend the
deepest truth of the gospel so hegel argued of his
own day and so this book also argues of today it
is an attempt to indicate in trinitarian form the
most fundamentally significant ways in which that
is the case thus it opens towards a systematic
understanding of the history of christian truth
essentially as an ever expanding medium for the
authentic divine spirit of openness practicing
hospitality is central to building a civil society
not to mention living a christian life it can be
enriching and joy filled but it can also be
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profoundly demanding and sometimes even dangerous
in the limits of hospitality jessica wrobleski
explores the ethical questions surrounding the
practice of hospitality particularly hospitality
that is informed by christian theological
commitments while there is no algorithm that
distinguishes between ethically legitimate and
llegitimate boundaries the variety of
circumstances in which hospitality is relevant and
the nature of hospitality itself make advocating
firm and fixed boundaries difficult how much more
so for christians for whom the practice of
hospitality should be a manifestation of agape a
participation in god s eschatological welcome
extended to all people through jesus christ are
limits to hospitality then merely a regrettable
concession to our finite and fallen condition
wrobleski offers a rich theological reflection
that will interest anyone who has a role in the
practice of hospitality in community whether such
communities are families households churches
educational institutions or nation states these
pages represent the compendium of a long journey
of more than twenty five years it would be
simplistic to define this journey as exclusively
intellectual because it would be unthinkable
without frequent visits to the middle east in
particular to turkey the second holy land of
christianity the ancient asia minor of biblical
history with its overwhelming muslim population
today the fact is that since many years now the
theme of hospitality has been the subject of
numerous publications studies contributions and
gatherings with protagonists of various opinions
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and expertise convening to give answers to
questions related to the challenge of living
together in the complex society of our
contemporary world it is precisely by letting
ourselves be questioned by these complexities that
we become aware that the challenge of hospitality
is not merely economic or political but also
spiritual claudio monge addresses one of the key
questions of today with an extremely ancient text
from the deepest roots of our civilisation genesis
18 in which abraham welcomes the three strangers
who come to his tent and announce the conception
of isaac today when millions are in movement
fleeing war and poverty the question of how we are
to receive strangers is urgent and inescapable
monge explores this text through the traditions of
three religions judaism christianity and islam
which claim the assent of approximately half of
the population of the world yet these three
religions all looking back in one way or another
to abraham are often strangers to each other if we
could offer welcome to each other what a powerful
sign of hope this would be for our conflict torn
world learn how this ancient spiritual practice
can transform your relationship with yourself with
others and with god the practice of deep
hospitality can help us step into a more vital
vibrant embrace of this great adventure we call
life which includes our relationship with god
however you might define god it is an invitation
to walk through life with a liberating posture of
receptivity reverence and generosity from the
introduction we may think of hospitality as merely
being polite to guests but the ancients understood
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the profound potential hospitality holds for
building and transforming lasting relationships
for binding families together making strangers
into friends even turning enemies into neighbors
this practical book provides you with the tools
you need to cultivate the spiritual power of
invitation and welcome in your life guided by rev
nanette sawyer you will discover the qualities of
hospitality receptivity reverence and generosity
and how these qualities can significantly deepen
your self understanding as well as your
relationships with others and with god drawing
from sacred texts and spiritual practitioners from
all faiths this book also addresses the major
stumbling blocks that prevent you from becoming
truly hospitable



Living the Hospitality of God 2000 invites readers
to an authentic vision of selfhood calling us to
be proactive in our interactions with others
The Hospitality of God 2015-10-15 luke portrays
the life and ministry of jesus as a divine
visitation to the world seeking hospitality the
one who comes as visitor and guest becomes host
and offers a hospitality in which the entire world
can become truly human be at home and know
salvation in the depths of their hearts in this
new edition of the hospitality of god brendan
byrne sj provides to the point commentary on those
parts of luke s gospel that bring home to people a
sense of the extravagance of god s love for them
the hospitality of god approaches luke s gospel
through the interpretive key of hospitality it
looks at the gospel as a whole yet lingers upon
scenes where the theme of hospitality is
particularly prominent such as the infancy stories
jesus at nazareth jesus in the house of simon the
good samaritan martha and mary the banquet in 14 1
35 the prodigal son jesus visit to the tax
collector zacchaeus the institution of the
eucharist and the emmaus event this revised
edition includes a new introductory chapter titled
features of luke which includes distinctive themes
and motifs of the gospel that invite all to join
in the life giving hospitality of god this revised
edition is an excellent resource for students
teachers and pastors interested in luke s gospel
or in search of a helpful perspective for pastoral
and homiletic reflection and preparation
The Hospitality of God 2017-06-01 hospitality has
been practiced by the people of god dating back



through the entire old testament consider abraham
and lot today many of those practices are still in
place throughout much of the middle east god
however has called the whole church to participate
in kingdom hospitality in fact it is an integral
part of the culture of the kingdom of god kingdom
hospitality encompasses much more than simply
hosting people out of the kindness of our hearts
this book is a journey into the heart attitude and
mindset of the hospitality of god and the
beginning of a life of kingdom hospitality through
an exploration of scripture culture and calling
you ll discover the beauty of kingdom hospitality
and its importance in the expression of our
christian faith
The Hospitality of God 2000 luke portrays the life
and ministry of jesus as a divine visitation to
the world seeking hospitality the one who comes as
visitor and guest becomes host and offers a
hospitality in which the entire world can become
truly human be at home and know salvation in the
depths of their hearts in the hospitality of god
brendan byrne sj provides to the point commentary
on those parts of luke s gospel that bring home to
people a sense of the extravagance of god s love
for them the hospitality of god approaches luke s
gospel through the interpretive key of hospitality
it looks at the gospel as a whole yet lingers upon
scenes where the theme of hospitality is
particularly prominent such as the infancy stories
jesus at nazareth jesus in the house of simon the
good samaritan martha and mary the banquet in 14 1
35 the prodigal son jesus visit to the tax
collector zacchaeus the institution of the



eucharist and the emmaus event byrne stresses that
those in luke s gospel who readily offer
hospitality chiefly the marginalized and the poor
find themselves drawn into a much deeper sphere of
hospitality the hospitality of god those who have
difficulty sharing are challenged by jesus to
conversion so that they too may not be left out of
the banquet of life to which god calls all human
beings luke s gospel ever interested in the
process of human transformation explores this
resistance to god s gift and the ways in which
individuals need to be converted if they are to
come to knowledge of salvation luke s gospel is
written out of faith in the risen lord its primary
intent is to bring people of al subsequent
christian generations into saving encounter with
the lord who was raised from the dead and lives
among us in the power of the spirit reading and
hearing the gospel in faith allows individuals and
communities to access the hospitality of god
brought by jesus in this work byrne offers an
invitation for all to join in the life giving
hospitality of god chapters are the prologue 1 1 4
and the lukan time frame of salvation the infancy
stories i before the birth of jesus 1 5 80 the
infancy stories ii the birth and childhood of
jesus 2 1 52 prelude to the ministry of jesus 3 1
4 13 hospitality and inhospitality at nazareth
jesus inaugurates his mission 4 16 30 the early
galilean ministry 4 31 6 11 the community of the
kingdom 6 12 49 response to the ministry of jesus
7 1 8 3 later galilean ministry 8 4 9 17 climax of
the galilean ministry 9 18 50 the journey to
jerusalem begins 9 51 10 24 the way to eternal



life 10 25 11 13 the prophet continues his way i
11 14 12 53 the prophet continues his way ii 12 54
14 35 celebrating god s acceptance 15 1 32 the
hospitality of the poor two responses to wealth 16
1 31 towards the end of the journey 17 1 18 30
hospitality in jericho 18 31 19 27 jesus in
jerusalem 19 28 21 4 hope and endurance discourse
on the future 21 5 38 jesus journey to god the
passion narrative i 22 1 53 jesus journey to god
the passion narrative ii 22 54 23 56 hospitality
continues the community of the risen lord 24 1 53
Hospitable God 2016-07-22 exploring the
hospitality of god and its implications for human
thought and action this book examines the concepts
of hospitality as cognitive tools for reframing
our thinking about god divine action and human
response in discipleship hospitality is imagined
as an interactive symbol changing perspectives and
encouraging stable environments of compassionate
construction in society human rights are of
crucial importance to the wellbeing of the people
of our planet but there is a sense in which they
will always be an emergency measure a response to
evils as they are happening the authors argue that
a hospitable comparative theology reaches out to
bring christian hospitality into the dialogue of
world religions and cultures it will respect the
identity of particular groups and yet will strive
for a cosmopolitan sharing of common values it
will respect tradition but also openness to reform
and re imagining it will encourage convergence and
development in a fluid stream of committed
hospitalities
Mission as Hospitality 2021-01-05 god is a



missionary god god is also hospitable in his
nature he makes his enemies friends and invites
them to intimate communion the mission of god in
scripture often occurs through hospitality when
god s people encounter the not yet people of god
at table or in hospitable environments and invite
them to believe this motif of mission as
hospitality plays out through the old and new
testament scriptures and through the eucharist it
can also be observed through the witness of monks
and contemporary missionaries who embraced a
hospitable approach to mission for the church to
participate in god s mission today a vision to win
conquer or change the world should be exchanged
for a conviction to welcome the stranger and make
room for others while proclaiming the gospel that
is to imitate the hospitable god in mission
Hospitality 2011-10-18 over 15 million lifeguide
bible studies sold worldwide the word hospitality
brings to mind tables filled with cookies and pots
of good coffee offering food to friends is a
wonderful ministry indeed but the biblical concept
of hospitality is much deeper and more significant
in this nine session lifeguide bible study patty
pell you ll discover the old testament call to
hospitality as the distinguishing feature of those
who are in relationship with god the outward
focused expression of the grace and provision that
one has received from god in the new testament the
extension of life provision and protection is
expanded as jesus unpacks image after image of the
kingdom of god in the language of host and guests
come and discover god s call to hospitality for
over three decades lifeguide bible studies have



provided solid biblical content and raised thought
provoking questions making for a one of a kind
bible study experience for individuals and groups
this series has more than 130 titles on old and
new testament books character studies and topical
studies pdf download with a single user license
available from intervarsity press and other
resellers
Extraordinary Hospitality (for Ordinary People)
2021-04-01 how to offer christian hospitality
without becoming exhausted and overburdened
generous hospitality is a significant way in which
god works through our lives to bring life to
others yet many of us feel ill equipped and
overwhelmed at the prospect especially if we don t
have big houses and we are not wonderful cooks
carolyn lacey encourages us to focus on the goal
of hospitality which is to reflect god s welcoming
heart and shows us how we can all do that
regardless of our bank balance or living situation
she explores seven ways in which we can reflect
god s character in the way we welcome others into
our homes and into our lives and so point people
ultimately to christ this practical and realistic
book explores how to make generous hospitality
part of everyday life without becoming exhausted
and overburdened
The Hospitality of God 2011-03-01 what happens
when two bishops known for their liturgical
sensibilities travel to study alternative
christian communities on two continents bishops
mary gray reeves and michael perham traveled
throughout the u s and u k to study fresh
expressions of church and identify the principles



that link these new forms of worship and community
the hospitality of god captures their practical
and inspiring findings and builds a bridge between
fresh new voices and the institutional church
Untamed Hospitality (The Christian Practice of
Everyday Life) 2007-04-01 christian hospitality is
more than a well set table pleasant conversation
or even inviting people into your home christian
hospitality according to elizabeth newman is an
extension of how we interact with god it trains us
to be capable of welcoming strangers who will
challenge us and enhance our lives in unexpected
ways readying us to embrace the ultimate stranger
god in untamed hospitality newman dispels the
modern myths of hospitality as a superficial
commodity that can be bought and sold at the
pottery barn and restores it to its proper place
within god s story as displayed most fully in
jesus christ worship she says is the believer s
participation in divine hospitality a hospitality
that cannot be sequestered from our economic
political or public lives this in depth study of
true hospitality will be of interest to professors
students and scholars looking for a fresh take on
a timeless subject
The Lavish Hospitality of God 2009-06 the lavish
hospitality of god is the compelling journey of a
pastor who enters the church through the side door
from a legalistic childhood church into a more
biblical vision of the kingdom of god the author
recounts the blessings of his heritage along with
his struggle in allowing god to reshape his
understanding of water baptism the role of the
holy spirit and the lord s supper in a way that



reflects the apostolic church s teachings through
a careful study of how the early disciples ate
together the book dispels the way the evangelical
church has turned the love feasts and common meal
into a jesus and me moment of silence this is a
call to rethink the lord s supper and other church
ordinances as an expression of the outrageous and
sometimes scandalous hospitality of god and a sign
of his kingdom presence jim reynolds holds a
bachelor s and a master of divinity degree from
abilene christian university 1964 1967 a doctorate
from the graduate theological university berkeley
calif 1974 and a law degree from smu 1981 he has
been a licensed marriage and family counselor and
has published numerous articles and books
including secrets of eden god and human sexuality
1974 and the lepers among us 2007 jim has taught
religion theology philosophy and biblical studies
at pepperdine university and the university of
texas and presently is an adjunct professor at
dallas christian college he also does mediation
for dale o neall and associates in fort worth
texas from 1981 to 2007 jim was a family lawyer
and partner with the whitaker chalk law firm in
fort worth texas since 1984 he has been pastor of
lake highlands church in dallas texas jim and his
wife donna have two children and eight
grandchildren
God's Welcome 2008 illuminates the spiritual
practice of evangelism in the good news by tracing
god s welcome in ten bible meditations and
includes fellowship activities that flow from this
spirituality of evangelism
Share the Bounty 2012-10-08 when people come into



your home what do they see have you prepared for
their visit whether you re celebrating a joyous
occasion with your friends and family welcoming
overnight guests or comforting someone in need
your home and the meals you provide can be a
sanctuary of christian fellowship beautifully
photographed and styled share the bounty will
inspire you to open your home and reflect god s
grace to all who sit at your table the various
recipes paired with pictures that suggest
different table settings is ideal for those who
need entertaining ideas while keeping christian
fellowship in mind in share the bounty you ll find
delicious dishes such as grilled chicken wild rice
salad with coffee mousse sunday rib roast
blueberry peach coffee cake pollo san miguel
scattered among the recipes is a selection of
scriptures prayers and poetry that will focus your
heart on praise and thanksgiving as you prepare to
share with others his provision in your home share
the bounty is a beautifully illustrated coffee
table cookbook filled with recipes photographs and
scripture to encourage in the journey of
hospitality
And You Welcomed Me 2010-10-01 this volume
provides an anthology of about 40 primary source
documents that describe the work of religious
communities that took care of pilgrims and the
sick in the late antique and early medieval world
the project identifies letters diary accounts
instructions sermons travelogues and community
records and rules that give us a window into a
world of early communities that saw it as their
duty and their privilege to care for the sick to



safeguard the pilgrim and to host the stranger
each document is placed in historical geographical
and social context as it contributes to an
emerging picture of these communities the volume
addresses the motivations and practices of
communities that risked extending hospitality why
did these communities take great risks for the
socially vulnerable what stake did they have in
pilgrims and the sick what communal experiences
supported and sustained both the communities and
their audiences how was hospitality cultivated
Just Hospitality 2009-04-02 in this book
theologian letty russell redefines the commonly
held notion of hospitality as she challenges her
readers to consider what it means to welcome the
stranger in doing so she implores persons of faith
to join the struggles for justice rather than an
act of limited charitable welcome russell
maintains that true hospitality is a process that
requires partnership with the other in our divided
world the goal is just hospitality that is
hospitality with justice russell draws on feminist
and postcolonial thinking to show how we are
colonized and colonizing each of us bearing the
marks of the history that formed us with an
insightful analysis of the power dynamics that
stem from our differences and a constructive
theological theory of difference itself russell
proposes concrete strategies to create a more just
practice of hospitality
How Should I Exercise Hospitality? 2017-06-23
hospitality or showing love to strangers is a
christian duty rom 12 13 it does not require fine
china multiple courses or perfectly clean and



decorated homes it requires that we share our time
homes meals and fellowship with others and if we
understand salvation as god showing hospitality to
former enemies we will want to do so thinking
through the practical issues of inviting people
into our homes can make practicing it easier this
booklet presents seven ways that can help us think
practically about how to follow our lord s command
in this area
God's Guests 2011-12 have you ever felt that in
your efforts to be hospitable you re bombarded by
feelings of stress inadequacy or pride when our
hospitality starts to look that way it may be time
to refocus on true hospitality the kind where we
simply share what we have by serving in love
letting god multiply it and magnify it for his
glory through this study of scripture find out
more about the spiritual practice of hospitality
modeled by the one who first welcomed us to his
table readers will work through four chapters that
include articles for reflection scripture verses
and discussion questions for deeper thought also
includes a leader s guide
Hospitality 2021-04-18 the ultimate host called
you and me before we were born he said come on in
you are welcome here i made you to know me you can
know me best at my table his call is personal he
loved us and he called us you may have answered
but is that all not even close because god
welcomed us we must pass along that welcome to
others why invite because the more we do the more
we are like god
Come to My Table 2013-04-10 god s plan for
everyone who professes the name of christ both men



and women includes hospitality no one is exempt
from pastor to people an open heart open hand and
open home is god s divine design to open the
hearts of people everywhere it is practiced
hospitality connects the heart of god and the
heart of true ministry for every believer yet
something dramatic has happened in our hearts
closing the doors of our homes causing
christianity today to ask whatever happened to
hospitality what about your life do you have an
open heart open hand and open home to others to
strangers the apostle paul reminds we must all be
given to hospitality pastors and leaders must be
lovers of hospitality and the apostle peter
declared the end of all things is at hand use
hospitality without grudging here is hidden power
reserved by god for those who dare to practice it
it is personal it is practical and it is prophetic
the power of hospitality will change your life
your family your congregation yes even your city
and your world if your will let it
New Testament Hospitality 2001-12-03 the practice
of deep hospitality can help us step into a more
vital vibrant embrace of this great adventure we
call life which includes our relationship with god
however you might define god it is an invitation
to walk through life with a liberating posture of
receptivity reverence and generosity
The Power of Hospitality 2004-03-15 considering
its prominent role in many faith traditions
surprisingly little has been written about
hospitality within the context of religion
particularly islam in her new book mona siddiqui a
well known media commentator makes the first major



contribution to the understanding of hospitality
both within islam and beyond she explores and
compares teachings within the various muslim
traditions over the centuries while also drawing
on materials as diverse as islamic belles lettres
christian reflections on almsgiving and charity
and islamic and western feminist writings on
gender issues applying a more theological approach
to the idea of mercy as a fundamental basis for
human relationships this book will appeal to a
wide audience particularly readers interested in
islam ethics and religious studies
Hospitality, the Sacred Art 2007 i have often
pondered why are so many christian leaders allowed
to get away with the things they do in church that
outwardly hurt others and maintain their status in
the church because of talents they have only god
knows however as we work with these leaders we
must be reminded for whom we work col 3 23 our
work is to glorify the lord and not man we cannot
stay where we are and go with god experiencing god
Hospitality 2006-08-22 too few christians today
says joshua jipp understand hospitality to
strangers and the marginalized as an essential
part of the church s identity in this book jipp
argues that god s relationship to his people is
fundamentally an act of hospitality to strangers
and that divine and human hospitality together are
thus at the very heart of christian faith jipp
first provides a thorough interpretation of the
major biblical texts related to the practice of
hospitality to strangers considering especially
how these texts portray christ as the divine host
who extends god s welcome to all people jipp then



invites readers to consider how god s hospitality
sets the pattern for human hospitality offering
suggestions on how the practice of welcoming
strangers can guide the church in its engagement
with current social challenges immigration
incarceration racism and more
Hospitality and Islam 2015-10-15 jesus spent a
chunk of his ministry eating and drinking with the
sinners and tax collectors of the world if we
strive to be more like jesus shouldn t we do more
of what he did hospitality involves more than the
domesticated event we have grown accustomed to
practicing it is an embodiment of all the
christian life stands for a gesture of love
opening up our hearts and lives and sacrificing
luxury and security for the chance to display god
s glory to receive hospitality from others is an
invitation to receive god s transformative power
to work in their lives readers will ask themselves
these questions what is hospitality is it
something i am or something i do how do i offer my
life as a gesture of hospitality what are some
practical ways for me to display and receive
hospitality
The Gift of Hospitality 2019-05 in our everyday
lives we are often expected to offer hospitality
to others we meet yet for christians and church
leaders hospitality can mean so much more what is
hospitality in the spiritual sense why do we
extend god s hospitality who is called to offer
this hospitality and how do we live out god s
hospitality just imagine the joy of god s
hospitality overflowing with loving relationships
answers these questions and more about christian



hospitality author dianne b salter explains how
this is not a program it is a christian lifestyle
especially in the church the body of christ god s
hospitality must be supported and promoted by the
pastor and by the church governing group but it
will be effective only if the people in the pews
take leadership advocate for it and sincerely
practice this new lifestyle based on scriptural
directives just imagine advocates friendship
evangelism building relationships and creating
ministries for those not currently a part of the
church all chapters end with hospitality
challenges that help individuals and the church to
just imagine what they might become if they truly
practiced god s hospitality
Saved by Faith and Hospitality 2017-08-21 offers a
new model for understanding the atonement
sensitive to both the christian tradition and its
postmodern critics
An Invitation to the Table 2016-09-13 hospitality
was a hallmark of the ancient mediterranean world
and according to st paul is among the
characteristics to be found in the body of christ
the church true hospitality begins with the
recognition of human dignity and the desire to
respond effectively to human need here catherine
upchurch recognized nationally for her keen
ability to make the scriptures come alive for
catholics explores how three biblical settings
encourage us to be people of welcome
Just Imagine 2019-07-31 come lord jesus be our
guest and he came as a homeless man a stranger a
friend marian korth and her partner mim jacobson
have served breakfast to thousands of overnight



guests in their home but they didn t bother to
offer a cup of coffee to a homeless man huddling
on their doorstep one cold winter morning why didn
t they welcome this jesus into their home marian
has more to learn about hospitality even after
sixty years of adventures in hospitality she can
tell stories about being hospitable or not from
growing up on a small dairy farm in wisconsin
living in chicago for twenty years returning to
wisconsin and turning their farmhouse into a bed
and breakfast providing end of life care for
guests who live with marian and mim in their home
transforming their bed and breakfast into a
spiritual retreat center kindness is the common
thread that runs through all these adventures in
hospitality the first verse marian memorized as a
child was ephesians 4 32 be ye kind one to another
tender hearted forgiving one another even as god
for christ s sake hath forgiven you she memorized
it and still thinks about it in the king james
version in these stories marian reflects on what
god is telling her about being hospitable she
thinks it s pretty exciting to know that god has
told us be ready with a meal or a bed when it s
needed why some have extended hospitality to
angels without ever knowing it hebrews 13 2 the
message
Violence, Hospitality, and the Cross 2006-04 many
christians have grown up with a very limited
concept of missions and missionaries in this view
a missionary is a person who goes and preaches to
lots of people often in primitive lands and
explains the theology of the gospel the natives
are convinced and become christians thus the



gospel commission is fulfilled actual missions
have not been carried out in this way very much
missionaries are generally very aware of the
personal aspect of their activities and the
importance of hospitality but western churches
have become much less attuned to hospitality the
days are past when visitors could assume they d be
invited home for lunch or become personally
connected to people in a church they visit but
hospitality is a key concept and a key practice in
the bible both in old and new testament times this
involved both god s relationship with his people
in which some entertained angels in their
relationships with one another and in the way they
reached the world with the good news god had given
to them chris freet examines the biblical idea of
hospitality the role it played in biblical times
and the example that provides for us he concludes
that the western church needs to be re awakened to
the mutual and reciprocal biblical definition of
hospitality that it must undergo some
contextualization in order for the biblical role
of hospitality and the person of peace to work in
it and 3 it must transition from short term
encounters of hospitality in the west to long term
relationships as the family of god this is a
serious theological examination but it is also
both a challenge and a practical guide to help us
get started in giving hospitality the role in our
churches that the biblical story envisions
Hospitality, Welcoming the Stranger 2017-04-10 in
our everyday lives we are often expected to offer
hospitality to others we meet yet for christians
and church leaders hospitality can mean so much



more what is hospitality in the spiritual sense
why do we extend god s hospitality who is called
to offer this hospitality and how do we live out
god s hospitality just imagine the joy of god s
hospitality overflowing with loving relationships
answers these questions and more about christian
hospitality author dianne b salter explains how
this is not a program it is a christian lifestyle
especially in the church the body of christ god s
hospitality must be supported and promoted by the
pastor and by the church governing group but it
will be effective only if the people in the pews
take leadership advocate for it and sincerely
practice this new lifestyle based on scriptural
directives just imagine advocates friendship
evangelism building relationships and creating
ministries for those not currently a part of the
church all chapters end with hospitality
challenges that help individuals and the church to
just imagine what they might become if they truly
practiced god s hospitality
Come, Lord Jesus, Be Our Guest 2013 the door is
open glimpses of hospitality in the kingdom of
godin the fast paced fast food culture that most
north americans now live in many people including
christians have lost sight of the practice and the
joy of hospitality this book celebrates the
hospitality tradition that underlies our faith
through god s creation through the stories of the
old testament and through the gift of jesus as our
host and our guest it articulates how the early
church practised hospitality to each other and to
strangers the writer weaves in her own family
story to show how for many canadian christians



hospitality was an expected part of life finally
with stories from many cultures churches and
individuals the book honours those who show
hospitality in the most basic as well as the most
radical situations and inspires others to do the
same debra fieguth has been writing about the
canadian church since graduating from journalism
school in 1976 former editor of bc christian news
in vancouver and former associate editor of
christianweek in winnipeg she now freelances for a
number of publications her first book keepers of
the faith was published by indian life in 2001
together with her husband the rev dr ian ritchie
she shares her home and life with many people both
friends and strangers
A New Look at Hospitality as a Key to Missions
2014-11-06 luke portrays the life and ministry of
jesus as a divine visitation to the world seeking
hospitality the one who comes as visitor and guest
becomes host and offers a hospitality in which the
entire world can become truly human be at home and
know salvation in the depths of their hearts in
this new edition of the hospitality of god brendan
byrne sj provides to the point commentary on those
parts of luke s gospel that bring home to people a
sense of the extravagance of god s love for them
the hospitality of god approaches luke s gospel
through the interpretive key of hospitality it
looks at the gospel as a whole yet lingers upon
scenes where the theme of hospitality is
particularly prominent such as the infancy stories
jesus at nazareth jesus in the house of simon the
good samaritan martha and mary the banquet in 14 1
35 the prodigal son jesus visit to the tax



collector zacchaeus the institution of the
eucharist and the emmaus event this revised
edition includes a new introductory chapter titled
features of luke which includes distinctive themes
and motifs of the gospel that invite all to join
in the life giving hospitality of god this revised
edition is an excellent resource for students
teachers and pastors interested in luke s gospel
or in search of a helpful perspective for pastoral
and homiletic reflection and preparation
Just Imagine 2019-07-31 learn how this ancient
spiritual practice can transform your relationship
with yourself with others and with god the
practice of deep hospitality can help us step into
a more vital vibrant embrace of this great
adventure we call life which includes our
relationship with god however you might define god
it is an invitation to walk through life with a
liberating posture of receptivity reverence and
generosity from the introduction we may think of
hospitality as merely being polite to guests but
the ancients understood the profound potential
hospitality holds for building and transforming
lasting relationships for binding families
together making strangers into friends even
turning enemies into neighbors this practical book
provides you with the tools you need to cultivate
the spiritual power of invitation and welcome in
your life guided by rev nanette sawyer you will
discover the qualities of hospitality receptivity
reverence and generosity and how these qualities
can significantly deepen your self understanding
as well as your relationships with others and with
god drawing from sacred texts and spiritual



practitioners from all faiths this book also
addresses the major stumbling blocks that prevent
you from becoming truly hospitable
The Door Is Open 2010-12 the thought of g w f
hegel 1770 1831 haunts the world of theology
constantly misunderstood and often maliciously
misrepresented hegel nevertheless will not go away
perhaps no other thinker in christian tradition
has more radically sought to think through the
requirements of perfect open mindedness identified
as the very essence of the truly sacred this book
is not simply an interpretation of hegel rather it
belongs to an attempt so far as possible to re do
for today something comparable to what hegel did
for his day divine revelation is on going never
before has any generation been as well positioned
as we are now potentially to comprehend the
deepest truth of the gospel so hegel argued of his
own day and so this book also argues of today it
is an attempt to indicate in trinitarian form the
most fundamentally significant ways in which that
is the case thus it opens towards a systematic
understanding of the history of christian truth
essentially as an ever expanding medium for the
authentic divine spirit of openness
The Hospitality of God 2015 practicing hospitality
is central to building a civil society not to
mention living a christian life it can be
enriching and joy filled but it can also be
profoundly demanding and sometimes even dangerous
in the limits of hospitality jessica wrobleski
explores the ethical questions surrounding the
practice of hospitality particularly hospitality
that is informed by christian theological



commitments while there is no algorithm that
distinguishes between ethically legitimate and
llegitimate boundaries the variety of
circumstances in which hospitality is relevant and
the nature of hospitality itself make advocating
firm and fixed boundaries difficult how much more
so for christians for whom the practice of
hospitality should be a manifestation of agape a
participation in god s eschatological welcome
extended to all people through jesus christ are
limits to hospitality then merely a regrettable
concession to our finite and fallen condition
wrobleski offers a rich theological reflection
that will interest anyone who has a role in the
practice of hospitality in community whether such
communities are families households churches
educational institutions or nation states
Hospitality—The Sacred Art 2011-01-22 these pages
represent the compendium of a long journey of more
than twenty five years it would be simplistic to
define this journey as exclusively intellectual
because it would be unthinkable without frequent
visits to the middle east in particular to turkey
the second holy land of christianity the ancient
asia minor of biblical history with its
overwhelming muslim population today the fact is
that since many years now the theme of hospitality
has been the subject of numerous publications
studies contributions and gatherings with
protagonists of various opinions and expertise
convening to give answers to questions related to
the challenge of living together in the complex
society of our contemporary world it is precisely
by letting ourselves be questioned by these



complexities that we become aware that the
challenge of hospitality is not merely economic or
political but also spiritual claudio monge
addresses one of the key questions of today with
an extremely ancient text from the deepest roots
of our civilisation genesis 18 in which abraham
welcomes the three strangers who come to his tent
and announce the conception of isaac today when
millions are in movement fleeing war and poverty
the question of how we are to receive strangers is
urgent and inescapable monge explores this text
through the traditions of three religions judaism
christianity and islam which claim the assent of
approximately half of the population of the world
yet these three religions all looking back in one
way or another to abraham are often strangers to
each other if we could offer welcome to each other
what a powerful sign of hope this would be for our
conflict torn world
A Neo-Hegelian Theology 2016-03-03 learn how this
ancient spiritual practice can transform your
relationship with yourself with others and with
god the practice of deep hospitality can help us
step into a more vital vibrant embrace of this
great adventure we call life which includes our
relationship with god however you might define god
it is an invitation to walk through life with a
liberating posture of receptivity reverence and
generosity from the introduction we may think of
hospitality as merely being polite to guests but
the ancients understood the profound potential
hospitality holds for building and transforming
lasting relationships for binding families
together making strangers into friends even



turning enemies into neighbors this practical book
provides you with the tools you need to cultivate
the spiritual power of invitation and welcome in
your life guided by rev nanette sawyer you will
discover the qualities of hospitality receptivity
reverence and generosity and how these qualities
can significantly deepen your self understanding
as well as your relationships with others and with
god drawing from sacred texts and spiritual
practitioners from all faiths this book also
addresses the major stumbling blocks that prevent
you from becoming truly hospitable
The Limits of Hospitality 2012-04-01
Strangers with God 2024-03-20
Hospitality-The Sacred Art 2014-05-07
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